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Services. Computer Corner. Members Meeting Members. Patriot Guard Missions. Cameras and
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Other Service and Maintenance Post your questions here for service issues and accessory
problems and installations. Discussions: Messages: 5, Latest: Progressive shocks joepenoso ,
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Beyer , Nov 13, Harley Gear For Sale Post your gear here like coats, boots and other gear for
sale. Discussions: 14 Messages: Latest: Shock Pump rusntx , Nov 14, Regional Harley Davidson
Riders. Latest: Newbie jamesearl , Jul 21, Discussions: Messages: 2, Latest: Who else in
Illinois?? Latest: First Trip with the Trailer gator , Jul 9, Latest: Derby cover Jeff Klarich , Sep 9,
Discussions: 67 Messages: 1, Chit Chat. Accessories and Merchandise Collections. Share your
collections with us and tell us about the uniqueness of the items. Discussions: 69 Messages:
Latest: Found a vintage Harley Davidson jacket. Harley Davidson Product Review Share your
experiences with products that you have used and tell us if they worked well or not, also if you
would recommend them to others. Discussions: 92 Messages: Latest: Experience: Anyone try
one of the Hydration Vests? Events Post your personal or club event that is Harley related here.
Videos Have a video or found video link that you wish to share with us? Upload them here. To
be able post video links here you must have minimum 20 posts. Discussions: 4 Messages: Your
name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Rejoice, Harley Quinn fans, we have incredible news. The
season does not yet have a release date, but it's definitely happening! Although this means the
end of the DC Universe streaming platform, which is transforming into a comics-only e-reader
service, the platform's exclusive shows will continue on HBO Max. This includes Harley Quinn ,
one of the best TV shows in the superhero landscape and the most thoughtful and emotionally
piercing animated shows since BoJack Horseman. What Happened? The change will take place
on January 21, The popular series, which stars Kaley Cuoco as the voice of Harley Quinn,
concluded its acclaimed second season in June Uncertainty in the pandemic cast doubt
whether Harley Quinn would be renewed for another season. Even the showrunners were kept
in the dark, and often tweeted on behalf of the show to encourage fans to make noise. After a

summer of silence, no one is in the dark any longer. More Harley Quinn is on the way. What will
happen in Season 3? Plot details are heavily under wraps. Sources tell Inverse the producers
only learned the show was renewed for Season 3 two days before the Friday announcement.
However, the producers have said hope to explore the new romantic relationship between
Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy voiced by Lake Bell in Season 3. Cuoco and Bell further joked
about their own relationship as co-stars. Is Harley Quinn really that good? Developed by
showrunners Justin Halpern, Patrick Schumacker, and Dean Lorey, Harley Quinn is both a
loving tribute to and an off-the-wall parody of popular superhero stories. It is gloriously
potty-mouthed, but also emotionally intelligent and full of tender heart. While characters like
Batman, Superman, the Justice League, and their respective enemies make appearances, the
focus is all on Harley Quinn and her gang of misfit villains. Set in its own continuity of the DC
Universe, Harley Quinn follows its title anti-hero on a quest to gain respect as a supervillain
after her break-up with the Joker. With the help of best friend Poison Ivy, she forms her own
group of bad guys, who work together to squash the Justice League and take over Gotham for
themselves. The show is bold and fearless in a way most superhero shows are not. The very
first gag roasts the billionaire class, in which the Joker reveals he cut off the face of a certain
coastal elite media mogul named "Rupert. Eric Francisco. Warner Bros. The ever-changing DC
Universe means that some characters have had their possible final moments teased in
unexpected ways. This ranges from titrating final battles to smaller, personal moments, with
one of the most powerful now being teased for one of DC's most explosive couples. The story
charts the history of Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy's relationship, beginning when they first
encountered each other in Arkham Asylum. As the years went on, the pair became criminal
partners -- working against the likes of Batman and Robin together as part of criminal
enterprises. The two slowly formed a romance out of their partnership, working together to
bring down plenty of heroes and other villains. Together, they saved the world by accident,
found a way to help restore the natural world, and even eventually made peace with Batman and
his allies, working together to help bring life back to the planet. Years later, Ivy and Harley have
grown old together. While Ivy appears to be still in good health, Harley lives the rest of her life
from a hospital bed. With not much time left together before Harley passes away, Ivy reveals
she made a special compound using the waters of the Lazarus Pits. The seeds will transform
the pair of them into new plant-life, allowing them to be reborn together. The price is that doing
so will remove any memories they have of their original lives, effectively erasing who they were
and have been. But Harley's okay with this, gladly taking the pill and expressing hope that this
time, she'll find Ivy earlier in life. Harley and Ivy have been circling each other for years, with
their slow-burn romance becoming an underlining aspect of Harley's growth as a character.
Originally just stuck in the shadow of the Joker and his schemes, Harley found more than a
friend in Poison Ivy. She found a confidante, and eventually even helped the other villain
overcome her hatred for humanity. Without Harley, Ivy would have likely remained a
straight-forward villain, doomed to always be fighting against Batman and always failing. But
with Harley's help, Ivy was able to move on and grow, becoming a more kind and noble figure
along the way. She found a way to help the world instead of just bringing chaos to the world of
man. In essence, they became the loves of each other's lives with each helping the other
overcome their troubles. The fact that the pair get to spend their lives together makes their slow
romance all the more rewarding, showing that Harley never found herself back under the thrall
of the Joker and Ivy was able to actually help the planet. It's possible that their new plant-forms
will continue on in some way, allowing the pair to continue being together even in death. It's a
touching final moment for Harley, and gives her a sweet send-off -- and considering all the pain
she's endured in her life, it's a perfectly quiet ending for Harley Quinn. By Brandon Zachary
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Harleen Frances Quinzel , also known as Harley Quinn a pun on the word "harlequin" , first
appeared in the Batman: The Animated Series episode " Joker's Favor ", where she served as a
humorous female sidekick to the Joker. In her first appearances she was depicted as a
character completely devoted to the Joker, totally oblivious to his psychotic nature and obvious
lack of affection for her; this characterization has remained more or less consistent throughout
her subsequent appearances. Told in the style and continuity of Batman: The Animated Series
and written and drawn by Paul Dini and Bruce Timm two of the producers of the animated series
and Harley's creators , the comic book reveals Harley's origins as an Arkham Asylum
psychiatrist who falls in love with the Joker. The Mad Love story was originally thought too
violent for the animated series, but was eventually used in the New Batman Adventures episode
" Mad Love " in This made it the first "animation-style" comic book to be adapted for the series,
a practice that would be continued for the episode " Holiday Knights ". Harleen Quinzel was a
psychiatric intern at Arkham Asylum. A model student, in addition to receiving high grades in
college, she was also a dedicated gymnast, winning a scholarship to Gotham City University.
While researching the lunatics at Arkham, she became fascinated with one particular inmate.
Ambitiously volunteering to analyze him, she pleaded with the doctors at Arkham for three
months before she could treat him. After he gained her sympathy during their sessions, he
seduced her, causing her to fall madly in love with him. After helping him escape from the
asylum more than once, Harleen was suspected by the authorities, who revoked her license and
placed her in her own cell. Quinn's relationship with the Joker is one of the most complex and
twisted love affairs in comics: as with all people, the Joker is abusive and manipulative towards
Harley, but, just as often, there's evidence of camaraderie, playfulness, and genuine affection
towards her. The Joker would only use Harley for intense sexual intercourse and her body.
She's the only person who's managed to become intimate on such a long term basis with the
Joker, who, in turn, displays occasional moments of confusion and discomfort which results in
attempts to kill her. One time, when the Joker realized he had very deeply hidden feelings of
love, he sent Harley off in a rocket. When Harley regained consciousness, Ivy initially planned to
kill her. The prospect of her own death totally fails to move Harley, and Ivy is curious as to why.
She convinces Harley to tell her story, and soon feels a kinship to her. Considering her another
castoff, Ivy offers to help Harley take her revenge on both Batman and the Joker. Ivy took her
back to her lair in a toxic waste dump and nursed her back to health. This included injecting
Harley with a serum that Ivy had developed which has given Harley immunity to various
assorted toxins and Ivy's own poisonous touch and also dramatically enhances Harley's
strength and speed. Ivy intends to give her new friend an edge on Batman and the Joker. Quinn
and Ivy teamed up and conducted a number of successful capers. Hot-blooded Harley, however,
is angrier at the Joker than at Batman, and even initially works with the Dark Knight to help
bring down the Clown Prince of Crime. While Batman eliminates the villain's muscle, Quinn
chases the Joker up a damaged building, intending to send him falling to his death. Before she
can do so, however, the Joker apologizes. Falling in love with him again, she forgives him on
the spot, and serves as his lieutenant throughout the rest of No Man's Land, as well as the
Emperor Joker storyline. After this, Ivy dissolved the partnership in disgust. Ivy remains,
however, her usual first point of call when she and The Joker are going through a rough patch.
Ivy adopted the role of older sister and teller of harsh truths to Quinn about her helpless
infatuation with The Joker. She frequently refers to the Joker as "Puddin" and "Mr. Harley next
appeared in Batman , in which she helps the Joker with a plan to kill all his former henchmen,
unaware that the "punchline" to the scheme is her own death. Upon realizing this, she shoots
him in the shoulder. In issue , upon hearing that Oracle has sent the Russian authorities footage
of teammate Deadshot murdering the Six's employer as payback for double-crossing them,
Harley asks, "Is it a bad time to say 'I quit'? Ivy resolves that she and Harley would provide
Catwoman with "positive female reinforcement", and the three then agree to become a team.
However, Harley and Ivy have one condition: they demand that Catwoman reveal to them the
true identity of the original Batman. Suddenly, however, a new villain who tried to take down
Selina Kyle named Boneblaster breaks into the apartment and the three of them have to move
after they defeat him. Later, after a chance encounter with who she thought was Bruce Wayne
but was really disguised Hush , the Joker attempts to kill Harley, apparently out of jealousy.
Quinn is rescued by Ivy and Selina, and it is later revealed that her attacker wasn't the real
Joker, but one of his old henchmen impersonating him. During the Holidays, Harley travels to
Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, where she visits her family. Her brother seems to be lazy and unwilling

to work, causing Harley to fuss at him about the situation. Her mother also voices her
disapproval for Harley's status as a wanted criminal, even though her daughter tries to say that
she has changed her ways. The meeting leads to Harley going to visit her father in prison. She
and her dad talk of why he is in jail once again, and he tries to tell her that he will also change
his path if Harley has done so. They share a moment, but Harley realizes that her 'Pop' is trying
to find out where she has stashed money away for him. As Harley goes to exit the building, a
guard asks for a picture. She tries to refuse, but the guard claims that her father promised she
would and he had given him money for the photo: This angers Harley even further. Quinn soon
returns to Gotham City, not wanting to stay anywhere near her family. She then goes back to
living with Catwoman and Poison Ivy in an abandoned animal kennel, which she warmly regards
as her new home. Following a number of adventures with Catwoman and Ivy, Harley betrays
them and breaks into Arkham with the goal of killing the Joker for abusing her as often as he
did. However, Harley ultimately chooses to instead release Joker from his cell, and together the
two orchestrate a violent takeover of the facility that results in most of the guards and staff
members either being killed or taken hostage by the inmates. Harley and the Joker are
eventually defeated by Batman and Catwoman, and Harley is last seen being wheeled away
while bound in a straitjacket and muzzle. Shortly after this, Poison Ivy breaks into Harley's cell
and attempts to kill her for her betrayal, but instead offers to free her if she helps kill Catwoman,
who had left both of her fellow Sirens behind in Arkham. Harley agrees, and the two set out to
trap Catwoman. During the ensuing fight, Catwoman says that she saw good in them and really
only wanted to help. Just as Batman is about to arrest them, Catwoman helps the two of them
escape. Now sporting a new costume, Harley is later arrested by Black Canary after murdering
one of the prosecutors who put the Joker behind bars. She is then tortured and forcibly
inducted into the Suicide Squad by Amanda Waller. It is eventually revealed that she no longer
wears face paint, and that her bleached skin is now part of a permanent condition. She also
seems to be attracted to Deadshot , as she sees an abusive leader in him just as she saw in the
Joker. Despite having no powers at all, she proves to be a valuable asset to the Squad, though
she is easily the most mentally unstable Deadshot described her as "cuckoo for Cocoa Puffs.
Surprisingly, she does not show any visible reaction upon hearing of the Joker's "death"
beyond stopping in her tracks and staring off into space, though after Deadshot snaps her out
of her day dream and tells her to focus she replies "Focus. Consider me very focused right
now". In the fourth issue she is moved into isolation and separated from the rest of the Suicide
Squad, which confuses the Belle Reeve guards as she is a powerless unstable woman, though
as her guards ask what she could possibly do Waller insults the guard's intelligence and Quinn
smiles at the guard. She is not seen with the rest of the Suicide Squad when they are sent to put
down the break out at Belle Reeve. It's revealed at the end of the fifth issue that Quinn somehow
orchestrated the breakout and deactivated her bomb as a diversion to escape from Belle Reeve,
and is shown to be going to Gotham City to learn about Joker's death. Quinn returns to Gotham
and begins a crime spree with henchmen in her image. During the issue Quinn flashbacks to her
first meetings with Joker, though her origins have been slightly altered as of the reboot. Unlike
her DCAU counterpart and previous versions, Harleen never believed any of the Joker's tales
about his childhood and is shown to be both incredibly intelligent and has some fighting
proficiency as shown when she threatened the Joker upon realizing he has brought a knife into
their first session. In their tenth session Joker reveals what he learned about Harley, that her
father had been killed in a hit-and-run by a drunk, wealthy rich man who had enough
connections to escape the charges and jail time. Joker then presents her with the man's finger,
explaining it would be difficult to sneak the man's fat corpse into the Asylum, but that he had
already tried as much. She tortures a psychologist and former friend for the location of Joker's
body before slitting the woman's throat. In order to get to his face Harley allows herself to be
arrested by the GCPD and brought into their building. She and Savant fight, until she outsmarts
Savant by trapping him in a pressure cell rigged to explode should he attempt to escape, and
mockingly says to stay there. She drops infrared bombs, blinding Deadshot, and sneaks up
behind him, knocking him out with her sledgehammer. He wakes up unmasked and is forced to
wear Joker's face. Harley, now believing that Deadshot is Joker, asks him why he didn't come
back for her. Going along, he asks her that if she truly loves him, she would try to kill the Bat
family. So happily, she runs towards 'the Joker', but Deadshot shoots her in the gut. Quinn
survived, but requires surgery to recover from her grievous wounds. Amanda Waller still
considers Harley as part of the Suicide Squad despite what had happened, but threatens her not
to pull this kind of stunt again. Harley's near brush with death seemed to have cured her of her
psychosis, and for a time, she refers to herself as 'Dr Harleen Quinzel' again. Later in the series
it is revealed that this was only temporary. It is possible Harley has developed multiple
personality disorder. Harley returned to the team after her betrayal, but Deadshot seems to be

against her returning to the squad. When Harley tries to 'make it up to him' she receives a
punch in the face. When a gunman working for Basilisk who was being taken in for interrogation
was poisoned, a traitor was suspected in the group. Deadshot appears to believe the traitor to
be Harley Quinn after her rampage earlier on in the series. When the plane they are flying on is
destroyed by a member of Basilisk, the Suicide Squad lands somewhere in the Gulf of Mexico
where a tribe of Mayans capture them and get ready to sacrifice many of the members.
Sometime later Harley is seen in a storage unit with many of her "treasures" talking to her
stuffed beaver. She is thinking about what it would be like for her to have her own comic book.
When she hears some voices who offer to depict her in her comics. First Becky Cloonan depicts
her as a rock star in the middle of a concert, but she gets booed off stage resulting in her
shooting her band, and asked to see another author. Tony Daniel draws her as a giant robot
dubbed "Harley-Zilla" by Harley, she goes around destroying the town but eventually decides to
go with someone else. Next she is riding a dolphin and saves a cruise ship from some pirates,
she was drawn as a businesswoman, and then a ninja who kills the previous artist that drew
her. Jim Lee then depicts Harley fighting Batman in the opera house from the Hush arc in the
new style, but Harley doesn't want a reprint so she moves on, and is drawn doing her "rev up
your Harley" scene from the animated series but she forgets her lines. She goes through being
a soccer player, Miss Gotham winner, and ends up in the Tiny titans comic, but she attacks
them with her hammer for their "sugarcoated nonsense". Harley is then put into a car with
Poison Ivy as they drive towards a cliff after they go over she gets moved into another car by
Dave Johnson, which crashes into the Hollywood sign. Jeremy Roberts, then makes fun of her
time in the suicide squad by depicting Harley in many dangerous situations, afterwards she is
put into a swamp where she is attacked by a monster version of The Joker, she kills it with her
hammer and is happy after she gets transported to a sonny yacht by Darwyn Cooke. Where she
and Catwoman plan to rob the people on board but they get defeated by Amanda Conner. She
wakes up and finds a bomb left by the Joker which subsequently destroys her home, she
survives and finds a comic of her whose art she likes. Then a man in a car comes up to her and
tells her that one of her former patients from Arkham left her some real estate in his will.
Causing Harley to say "This is gonna be fun. Harley rides her motorcycle through Coney Island
with the remainder of her treasures on the back of it. When she sees a man walking a sad dog
through the street, causing her to attack the man with a whip and drag him down the street.
Where she is spotted by a bounty hunter who tries to kill her, causing her to crash in the middle
of a bridge, her new dog fetches her hammer and she proceeds to knock the guys head off for
the trouble he caused. Some time later she arrives at the apartment she meets Big Tony,
Queenie, and the other tenants of the apartment. Then goes on a tour of her new four floor
building, but soon learns she has to cover the expenses prompting her to get a job. She uses
make up to cover up her dyed skin so she can appear as her "normal" self to get a job working
as a therapist, then goes for try outs at a roller derby, where -after brutally beating up the other
entrants- she gets a position on the team. Later that night while relaxing on her rooftop a
woman attempts to stab her but is shot by Big Tony. Afterwards they find a poster offering a
two-million dollar reward for Harley dead or alive. Gifted Intellect: Despite being somewhat
absent-minded, she is shown to be highly trained in psychiatry and gymnastics. Expert
Combatant: Harley Quinn is a highly skilled combatant due to her years as a criminal and uses
her skills in gymnastics to help her in her fights. In the animated series Quinn often teamed up
with Poison Ivy to take on Batman. Quinn's friendship with Ivy was also one of the few
villainous team-ups in the animated series seemingly rooted in genuine friendship. When Ivy
demanded during one episode that Quinn stand up for herself, Quinn said "I am not a
doormatâ€”am I? Her eventual fate is shown in the movie Batman Beyond: Return of the Joker.
She disappeared, and was presumed dead, after falling into a deep crevasse during Batman's
final showdown with the Joker; however, incredibly deep pits are a notoriously unreliable
means of death in fiction. Indeed, a scene toward the end of the film reveals that she survived to
start a family, with her granddaughters Delia and Deidre Dennis inheriting her devotion to the
Joker and eventually joining the Jokerz Gang as Dee-Dee. This scene exists primarily because
Harley is Paul Dini's admitted favorite character not to mention being his main original addition
to the Batman mythos , and he was unsettled by having to kill her off, so he snuck that scene
into the script on his own. It survived thanks to Bruce Timm, who felt the lighter moment was a
perfect relief after the intensity of the climax. It should be noted that her reaction to Dee-Dee's
involvement with the Joker's plan seems strange; she scolded them for getting involved in
Joker's crimes after "struggling to make a good home for them. In , a live-action television
series called Birds of Prey , loosely based on the comic of the same name, included Harley
Quinn as a psychotic psychiatrist and main villain. The character was portrayed by actress Mia
Sara , who replaced Sherilyn Fenn originator of the role in an unaired pilot episode. The show

aired only 13 episodes. In this show, Harley is portrayed as an older, far more calculating and
sinister character than her bubbly comic and cartoon personas. She also does not wear a
costume, although she does wear an outfit that is reminiscent of her cartoon costume in the
series finale, "Devil's Eyes". In that episode, she used experimental technology to transfer
metahuman mind control powers to herself. It is unknown about this version's relationship with
the Joker, although she does make reference to him as "Mr. She is voiced by Meghan Strange.
This version is a henchwoman of the Joker and wears an outfit similar to that of a 's flapper
woman. Quinn never appears in her original costume, though Bat-Mite does in the episode, and
Paul Dini had a cameo in Harley's costume in a previous episode. She holds a brief crush on
Bat-Mite in the episode, but ultimately proves to love the Joker more. She makes a cameo in the
series finale, "Mitefall! She kicks Gagsworthy when he tries to approach the Joker. She is a
member of the Suicide Squad , though is never deployed physically during the series. The DC
Universe streaming service created an American animated web television series, which
premieres on November 29, , based entirely on Harley Quinn. The T. The series follows Harley
Quinn's adventures after she breaks up with the Joker, including receiving help from Poison Ivy
and others to become a member of the Legion of Doom. Harley Quinn appeared in Mark
Protosevich's Batman Unchained script, as one of the main antagonists alongside the
Scarecrow. Quinn would have been portrayed as the Joker's daughter seeking revenge for his
death in the original movie with Jack Nicholson. Quinn is also the main protagonist of Birds of
Prey , where she attempts to get over breaking up with the Joker. Her look is similar to her
Batman: The Animated Series appearance. Her Prime universe equivalent helps the Joker set up
a bomb to blow up Metropolis. In the "Insurgency" universe, Harley has become an ally of
Batman after the Joker's murder at the hands of Superman and the leader of a group of
anarchists known as the Joker cult. Quinn returns in the sequel, Injustice 2 , voiced again by
Strong. Now a full-time superhero and one of the few people Batman trusts and cares about,
viewing her almost like a sister, the Insurgency Quinn joins the battle against Brainiac and the
Society. She is nearly killed by Wonder Woman, however. She comes in the set with a large
"truck" with a hammer on the side and a LEGO version of Batman, who appears to be wearing
the same batsuit as he does in The Dark Knight. Harley Quinn, or more accurately, her original
identity of Harleen Quinzel, made a cameo in the Batman dies yet Jason Todd still becomes Red
Hood story path after Joker's death, where she was present and watching Joker's cremation
with shock and sadness after Red Hood gave in to his darker desires for revenge and shot
Joker in the head in their final confrontation. Details of Harley's character vary depending on
the incarnation, but most versions have an obsessive infatuation with the Joker whom she
nicknames "Mistah J" or "Puddin'". Blindly loyal to the Clown Prince of Crime, Harley is often
depicted as a victim of physical, verbal and mental abuse, eroding her sanity and resulting in a
sociopathic madwoman. Occasionally, she shows signs that she knows her obsession with the
Joker is unhealthy, but only a few incarnations have been able to fully break away from him.
Bubbly, energetic, and charming, Harley often hides her demented mind behind a childish
exterior, which she can combine with the flirtatious demeanor of a woman who is aware of her
good looks and will use them to get what she wants. She is also much more intelligent than she
lets on, often causing friend and foe alike to underestimate her â€” in the Mad Love storyline,
she came closer to killing Batman than the Joker ever did â€” and some incarnations even have
a genius level IQ, despite her insanity. Her training as a psychiatrist gives her a knack for
getting into people's heads. In addition to being a skilled manipulator, she's prone to explosive
fits of rage and has a violent streak that almost rivals that of the Joker himself. Indeed, the very
first incarnation of Harley could even intimidate him when she was angry, although later
incarnations are often submissive and put up with his abuse out of a misplaced sense of
loyalty. Unlike most versions of the Joker however, most of Harley's incarnations do possess a
softer side and are capable of genuinely caring about others. She treats her pet hyenas, Bud
and Lou , like her own children, calling them her "babies", and genuinely loves Poison Ivy ,
whom she often nicknames "Red" or "Pammy". The nature of their love depends on the
incarnation, with some being portrayed as lovers, others as close friends, and a few even
behave like family members, with Ivy often acting like a big sister or a mother to the more
immature Harley. Harley can also be very loyal to people she cares about, but at the same time
she struggles with an innate selfishness and a sense of dependence on others. Her loyalty to
people like Ivy rarely surpasses her loyalty to the Joker. However, a few incarnations have
realized that her loyalty was misplaced, and managed to redirected it towards people who
deserve it. On several occasions, she has sided with Batman and even became one of his most
trusted allies in the Injustice series. While most versions of Harley have attempted to leave her
life of crime behind at least once, only a few have succeeded. Those that have can rarely escape
from her destructive past completely. Harley's grandchildren followed in her footsteps in Return

of the Joker and after Joker's death in the Injustice series, he was revealed to still be her
greatest fear when she was exposed to Scarecrow's fear gas. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign
In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. J I'd be used to a little pain. Main article: Harley Quinn
Matsudaverse. Main article: Harley Quinn Margot Robbie. Main article: Harley Quinn Lego Movie.
Main article: Harley Quinn Arkhamverse. Main article: Harley Quinn Injustice. Main article:
Harley Quinn Telltale. There is an image gallery for Harley Quinn. Categories :. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Skip to main navigation.
Harley-Davidson USA investor relations. COM opens new window. Investor FAQ's. Where can I
find information about Harley-Davidson stock prices and splits? Please refer to: Stock
Information. How do I buy Harley-Davidson stock? Harley-Davidson Inc. To buy stock, simply
contact a registered broker of your choice and make your purchase. Who is Harley-Davidson's
Transfer Agent? What is the Direct Registration System? The Direct Registration System is a
program that allows share ownership without paper stock certificates. Your shares are held in
book-entry form in an account in your name - similar to money being held by a bank in your
account. Computershare, the Company's transfer agent, keeps a record of your shares on the
Company's register of owners. When you transfer or sell DRS shares, the transaction takes
place electronically without the movement of stock certificates. To request issuance of a
physical stock certificate, obtain a Direct Registration Transaction Request Form from
Computershare by calling foreign shareholders please call ; or visit Box , Providence, RI When
does Harley-Davidson release earnings? Earnings are released on both a quarterly and
annualized basis. Does Harley-Davidson pay a dividend? Harley-Davidson has paid a dividend
each year since When is Harley-Davidson's annual shareholder meeting? The shareholder
meeting historically has been held on a Saturday in late April or early May. For a listing of
upcoming investor relations events, please refer to: Events and Presentations. I have a question
about Harley-Davidson that is not related to investing? Site Map. Safety Recall Information.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. We Care About You. Third-party trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. All written requests must accompany any documentation that is
available for the upcoming event. Eligible documentation includes posters
porsche 944 problems
chevellecom
2004 rodeo isuzu
, live websites, and post-event details. Some examples of these requests include donations for
silent auctions, monetary donations for your charity or charitable event, sponsorship in your
event or ride etc. Please download, fill out and email to here or fax to Attention: Marketing. This
form is required to be presented when picking up donation items. Our marketing department
will contact you directly to arrange pickup once your request form above has been submitted.
This form is required to within three days of your event. Should this form not be completed
within the given time frame, consideration of your future requests could be affected.. Deadline
for consideration is a minimum of 2 months prior to the event. Please note that due to the
diversity of our stock, we can not provide advance notification of the bike that will be provided.
Our marketing department will contact you directly to arrange drop-off and pickup once your
request form above has been submitted. Sponsorship Waiver.

